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Abstract 
With the transformation of the Internet from the traditional best-effort model to 
one which is capable of providing Quality of Service (QoS) guarantee to multi-
ple classes of services, the need for us to provide the architectural framework for 
supporting such diverse services in the next-generation large-scale switching sys-
tem becomes more and more prominent. The recent proposal of a quasi-static 
routing scheme called path switching for large-scale ATM packet switch, and 
the implementation of this scheme in the Clos network called Cross-path switch, 
make it a promising candidate for the required large-scale switching system. In-
tegrated Services Architecture has been proposed by the Internet Engineering 
Task Force (IETF) to meet the needs of the growing demand of QoS services. 
This composes of three different service classes, and they include Guaranteed, 
Controlled-Load and Best-Effort Service. 
A traffic management framework for supporting Integrated Services in Cross-
path switch is thus proposed in this thesis. It includes the resource allocation 
and resource management schemes to handle the three different classes of service 
mentioned. Providing good quality of service and efficient resource utilization 
are often considered to be two conflicting requirements. Connection admission 
control scheme determines the amount of resources that need to be allocated 
iii 
and is fundamental to an efficient and productive architecture. We adopt a 
measurement-based admission control scheme for dynamic resource allocation 
for Controlled-Load service, which results in high utilization not achievable with 
traditional methods. Resource management includes both bandwidth scheduling 
and buffer management mechanisms to actually provide the contracted level of 
service. Measures to provide better utilization of both reserved and leftover 
resources are discussed. Finally, we are concerned with a design issue of Cross-
path switch. We include a supplementary admission control scheme in our traffic 
management framework to provide an economical option which considerably 
reduces the complexity of the switch with acceptable performance degradation. 
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The rapid explosion of the Internet has strained the capabilities of the current 
Internet infrastructure. Firstly, the growth rate of the number of users (hosts) 
has been astonishing for the past few years. The growth is to continue, and it 
is backed by advances in broadband residential access technology and the emer-
gence of the next-generation wireless mobile infrastructure, which both enable 
faster and easier access to the Internet. Secondly, there is the increasing use 
of animation and multimedia technologies in the traditional text-based services, 
such as electronic mail and World Wide Web. Advanced networked applications, 
such as Internet telephony and video multicast, add to the problem. All these 
have necessitated the transition of the current Internet to an intelligent archi-
tecture that allows accurate and timely delivery of different services, which can 
possibly require different service levels or quality of service (QoS) targets. 
While advanced optical transmission technology is going to provide a big 
fast pipe of Tb/s for the huge volume of traffic, this pipe does not automatically 
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translate into the QoS required. Apart from the fast transmission links, large-
scale switches/routers are equally, if not more important, in the underlying 
architecture of the next-generation Internet. It becomes mandatory for future 
service models be supported in these large-scale switching systems. 
While it is clear that the best-effort delivery model of the current Internet is 
inadequate to handle the growing use of multimedia communication applications 
with specific bandwidth and real-time delivery requirement, Internet Engineer-
ing Task Force (IETF) [1] set up an Integrated Services (intserv) Working Group 
to specify the enhanced service model. On the other hand, there is the proposal 
of a quasi-static routing scheme called path switching, which solves the diffi-
cult issue of path and bandwidth assignment for connection requests in the Clos 
network [2]. While the Clos network has been used as the model of many large-
scale switch architectures, the path-switched network called Cross-path switch 
makes a very promising candidate for the future large-scale switching system. 
We believe that both the Integrated Services Architecture and the Cross-path 
switch will play an integral part in the next generation Internet. 
1.1 Integrated Services Architecture 
Besides the current best-effort service, Integrated Services Architecture defines 
two additional QoS delivery classes, Guaranteed Service (GS) [3] and Controlled-
Load Service (CL) [4]. The former provides an assured level of bandwidth, a firm 
end-to-end delay and no queuing loss for all conforming packets of a connection. 
At connection setup, the requested rate is included in reservation characteristics, 
called RSpec, which has to be supplied to the network element. The latter 
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does not define the provided service in terms of exact values for delay or loss 
probability. With CL, the packets of a given flow will experience delay and loss 
comparable to those experienced under a lightly loaded network, also assuming 
compliance with the traffic contract. While admission control is required to 
provide this soft guarantee, this makes it different from best-effort service. The 
performance of the CL flows are not expected to noticeably deteriorate as the 
network load increases. 
For traffic policing, a token bucket will be used, as depicted in figure 1.1. 
The token rate r and bucket depth b are the two parameters that define a token 
bucket. Tokens arrive at the bucket at a rate r and the maximum capacity of 
the bucket is b tokens. When a packet received is to be transmitted, a token will 
be consumed. If a packet arrives and finds that there is no token available, the 
packet is either immediately discarded, marked to receive inferior service than 
the conformant packets, or put to wait until another token arrives. 
tokens 
generated 
at rate r 
\丄b / 
\ tokens / 
input traffic conformant packets 
with peak rate p、！ / \ transmitted as usual 
^ BUFFER ~ W ) • 
Figure 1.1: A token bucket 
Together with b and r, the peak rate of a connection, p, forms the traffic charac-
teristics, called TSpec. While connections requesting GS are to provide RSpec 
for connection admission, TSpec is also required. As for CL, only TSpec is 
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necessary. 
1.2 Cross-path Switch 
A Cross-path switch is a three-stage Clos network with the implementation of 
the quasi-static routing scheme, called path switching [2]. Figure 1.2 shows a 
N X N Clos network. The first stage consists of k ( =告 ) ) i n p u t modules, each 
of dimension n x m. The second stage are m k x k central modules and there 
are k output modules of dimension m x n at the third stage. 
1 nxm k mxn ^ 
：纖： 
nxm \ f mxn 
n-1 —L kxk J “ n-1 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
/(input modules ^ central modules /(output modules 
Figure 1.2: A Clos Network 
As a connection enters a switch at one of the input modules and leaves at one 
of the output modules, this connection path is completed by one of the cen-
tral modules. The connection pattern of the central modules determines how 
the input modules are connected to the output modules. In circuit switching 
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paradigm, this connection pattern changes only when calls arrive. Since it can-
not exploit the advantage of statistical multiplexing gain, it may result in low 
system utilization. With packet switching, the connection pattern changes time 
slots after time slots, determined by the packets in the input modules. The 
requirement to collect and process the global traffic information for the deter-
mination of connection pattern, however, severely limits the growth of switch 
size and speed. Furthermore, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to guarantee 
QoS for the incoming connections. Therefore, path switching is proposed as a 
compromise of these two schemes [2 . 
1.2.1 Path Switching 
In path switching, the connection pattern of the central modules in one time slot 
is predetermined within a frame structure. A frame consists of a fixed number 
of time slots, decided by the frame size, F. The traffic statistics among all pairs 
of input and output modules determines the connection patterns in a frame. 
This is illustrated by figure 1.3. We note that F is an important parameter of 
the path switching concept. 
TIME SLOT 0 TIME SLOT 1 
I I 
FRAME SIZE F=2 
Figure 1.3: Path Switching 
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We shall now describe how we arrive at the connection patterns of the cen-
tral modules within a frame from the bandwidth requirements of the incoming 
connections. As we remember that the central modules connect the k input 
modules to the k output modules, we record the aggregate bandwidth require-
ment between an input module i and an output module j by Ajj and it gives 
the following bandwidth requirement matrix. 
Ao,o Ao,i … … AO,a;-I 
Ai，o • • •• 
A = A- • • 
: • • • Afc-2,A;-1 
Afc_l，0 Xk-l,k-2 
Let the bandwidth of each link be normalized to 1. To support the above 
bandwidth requirement, we need to ensure that the set of connections provided 
by the central modules to connect input module i and output module j within 
a frame is at least as large as the requested bandwidth Xij in the frame. Let 
us denote this number of connections provided by the central modules be Cij. 
Thus, the following inequality results. 
Cij > Xi,j X F, for 0 < i < k - l and 0 < j < k - 1 (1.1) 
Then, for the integral requirement, Cij =�Aj ) - x F], where�a;] is the ceiling 
of X. For easier representation, the connections provided by the central modules 
to connect input module i to output module j in one frame can be alternatively 
be imagined as a virtual path which connects these two modules. While a 
token represents one connection provided by a central module, Ci,j represents 
the number of tokens provided on the virtual path that connects input module 
6 
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central module 
二 画 \ inputmoduei^^^a'P她 
\ X i P l i i i i i J , Jn X X 
i叩ut module i \ 、 ^  
_ output module j 
output module j 
Figure 1.4: Interpretation of token 
i to output module j. This idea is illustrated in figure 1.4. 
Since a unique link interconnects any two modules in adjacent stages in the 
Clos network, the following constraints apply to cij. 
fc-i 
^ Ci,j <m X F, for all i (1.2) 
j=o 
k-l 
^ Ci,j < m x F , f o r a l l j ( 1 . 3 ) 
i=0 
In the above equations, m represents the number of central modules and F 
accounts for the F time slots in a frame. Cij makes up the frame capacity matrix 
or frame token matrix. This frame capacity matrix is then passed to the token 
assignment algorithm [5], which attempts to distribute the tokens on a virtual 
path as uniformly as possible so as to minimize the delay and jitter experienced 
by the connections. It produces F matrices, each of which is needed to determine 
the connection pattern of the central modules in each time slot of a frame. For 
a large-scale switch enabled by path switching, the parallel routing algorithm in 
[6] will be necessary to transform the matrix to a connection pattern. Figure 1.5 7 
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frame capacity matrix 
~ 3 5 4 ~ 
4 2 6 
_ 5 5 2 _ 
I token assignment 
algorithm 
~ 0 2 1 1 「111~| 「111~| 「 1 1 1 — 
1 0 2 1 1 1 1 0 2 1 1 1 
_ 2 1 0 1 1 1 J [_ 1 2 0 J [_ 1 1 1 _ 
i 丨 丨 丨 
j parallel routing a!gonttrpi 
+ Y T s s s s 嬲嬲鼸鼸 
- - - : z X ’ - - 二少、： - - ； -
time slot 0 time slot 1 time slot 2 time slot 3 
Figure 1.5: Example illustrating how a frame capacity matrix gives the connec-
tion pattern of the central modules within a frame 
illustrates an example how the frame capacity matrix is transformed into the 
connection patterns of central modules in a frame with these two algorithms. In 
the example, n — 2, k = 3,m = 3 and F = A. 
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1.3 Organization of Thesis 
We aim at providing an efficient and realizable traffic management framework 
for supporting Integrated Services in Cross-path switch. The traffic manage-
ment functions can be basically divided into resource allocation and resource 
management. Resources however are only allocated when connection requesting 
for certain level of quality of service is admitted by the connection admission 
control procedure. Since all these functions have to be supported by the un-
derlying modules which make up the Cross-path switch, we will first give the 
module architecture in Chapter 2. Then, in Chapter 3，we are going to detail 
the connection admission control schemes and thereafter the resource alloca-
tion function. In Chapter 4, the requirements for resource management schemes 
are discussed, and suggestions of the use of certain bandwidth scheduling and 
buffer management schemes are given. In Chapter 5，we address a design issue 
of Cross-path switch, which concerns the number of central modules required. 
We provide a supplementary admission control scheme in our traffic manage-






While the central modules are already assumed to be bufFerless and internally 
non-blocking in Cross-path Switch, the architecture of the input and output 
modules must be designed appropriately to meet the needs of the switching sys-
tem. When admission control procedure allocates enough network resources 
to the admitted connections, bandwidth scheduling and buffer management 
schemes coordinate and distribute the resources to these connections. A good 
module architecture enables these functions to be effectively carried out such 
that quality of service requirement is fulfilled and resources efficiently utilized. 
To facilitate discussion in later chapters, the module architecture will be 
first given in this chapter. The notable features of the architecture will also be 
discussed in details. 
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2.2 Notable Features 
The module architecture is the same in both the input and output modules. The 
only difference, however, is that the output links of an input module represent 
the virtual paths to the output modules whereas those of the output modules 
represent the actual output links of the Cross-path switch. Output queuing 
has been assumed since scheduling algorithms for this queuing architecture have 
been thoroughly analyzed [7] [19]. A queuing structure, as depicted in figure 
2.1, is associated with each output link. 
GUARANTEED 
SERVICES 
i I I I iL 
I I I I I丨 \ ^ C H E D U L E R 
1 I ^ ^ 0 \ LINK-
i i \ S H A R I N G 
CONTROLLED-LOAD / 
SERVICE / 
I I I 丨 I n Z Z 
BEST-EFFORT / 
SERVICE / 
II 11 I I r 
Figure 2.1: Queuing architecture per output link 
While it is a simple structure, there are two notable features that deserves our 
attention. 
i) Hierarchical Link Sharing 
The link sharing scheme follows the Class Based Queuing approach pro-
posed in [8]. The scheduling mechanism includes a general scheduler that 
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schedules packets without regard to the link-sharing guidelines, and a link-
sharing scheduler that schedules packets from connections, which have al-
ready been exceeding their link-sharing allocations, in times of congestion. 
The latter link-sharing mechanism ensures that classes receive their allo-
cated link-sharing bandwidth over the relevant time interval. 
While priority queuing is more commonly assumed to be applicable for 
distributing bandwidth between service classes [20] [22], we are interested 
in making a brief description if this is otherwise employed. With prior-
ity queuing, packets from the Guaranteed Service will receive the highest 
priority and would always be served before packets from the Controlled-
Load and Best-Effort Service. The delay performance for Controlled-Load 
Service suffers for the improvement obtained with the Guaranteed Service 
class. However, in view of the service requirement for these two service 
classes [3] [4], this is clearly unwarranted. Furthermore, since the perfor-
mance of the Controlled-Load Service deteriorates as the loading of the 
Guaranteed Service increases, more calls requesting for Controlled-Load 
Service are likely to be rejected when the loading of the Guaranteed Service 
is heavy. It can have a severe effect on link utilization. With link-sharing, 
this type of problem, however, will not arise. 
ii) Per-class Queuing of Controlled-Load Service 
Controlled-Load Service is intended to provide the level of service that 
mimics what we currently obtain under the lightly loaded condition. While 
traffic descriptors are supplied for admission control, they are largely 
needed only for the policing mechanisms to mark against those packets 
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which are determined to be non-conformant. We note that they can be 
useful for determining the amount of resources necessary for service provi-
sion. However, especially for those interactive multimedia applications, it 
is questionable whether accurate descriptors can be given at the onset of 
a traffic session. This explains the large amount of literature based on the 
aggregate flow information for admission control (see the reference therein 
'21]). Per-flow queuing is clearly unnecessary as a result. While the per-
flow queuing structure is still favored in a previous proposal [10] for the 
problem of minimizing the negative impact of non-conforming CL flows on 
the conforming ones, advanced packet discarding algorithms, such as En-
hanced Random Early Detection (ERED) [11], would solve this problem 
in the per-class queuing architecture. The details of it would be given in 
Chapter 4，where we deal with the issues of resource management. 
While the aggregation of flows makes the switching system considerably 
simpler to implement and much more scalable with respect to the large-
capacity fiber transmission technology, it is not known whether this ap-
proach is equally applicable to the Guaranteed Service. One of the con-
cerns is that aggregation requires allocation of more resources for the ag-
gregated flow than for the sum of the separated flows, and the analysis 
in [12] suggests it need not be true. [13] proposes a distributed algorithm 
which supports Guaranteed Service in a network where the core switches 
need not perform per flow management. Despite these promising results, 




Connection Admission Control 
and Resource Allocation 
3.1 Introduction 
When a new connection arrives, appropriate connection admission control (CAC) 
procedure must be in place to determine whether the required level of quality of 
service can be provided, and whether the level of service received by the existing 
connections will be affected with the admission of the new connection. Given 
the module architecture discussed in Chapter 2, the latter question can be safely 
disregarded, and we are concerned about the availability of resources, including 
both bandwidth and buffer, to support the requested service. 
While a wide array of CAC procedures exists [17], some of them require 
an explicit traffic model. The validity of such conventional schemes can be 
inadequate in the presence of new broadband multimedia services with self-
similar traffic characteristics [18]. Thus, a good scheme should avoid dependency 
14 
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on a traffic model. Furthermore, it should be simple enough to be performed 
in a real-time fashion on a high-speed link. Noting that improved bandwidth 
efficiency implies a better revenue for the service providers, such feature is also 
highly desirable. 
In this section, we will first describe the call admission control criteria for 
Guaranteed Service. Then, we will handle Controlled-Load Service with a special 
type of connection admission control scheme, namely measurement-based admis-
sion control (MBAC) method. While the amount of resources to be allocated 
to Guaranteed Service and Controlled-Load Service will become straightforward 
with the connection admission control schemes then discussed, we will deal with 
the resource allocation requirement of Best-Effort traffic in the Cross-path switch 
in the last section. 
3.2 Connection Admission Control 
3.2.1 Guaranteed Service 
In [14, 15], Chan derives a set of deterministic bounds on propagation delay 
as well as backlogs at the Cross-path switch on a per-connection basis. The 
incoming traffic is assumed to conform to the burstiness constraint [16], which 
is satisfied by traffic policed by the token bucket described in Chapter 1. With 
traffic characteristics, TSpec, given as (p, r, b) and for any duration u, 
A(u) = mm{pu, b + ru) (3.1) 
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A[u) represents the burstiness constraint and always bounds the incoming traffic 
after token bucket policing. A nice property of this is that it makes the con-
nection admission procedures based on such result independent with particular 
traffic model. Thus, they have been adopted here for Guaranteed Service. 
Before result in [14] is introduced, one of its main building blocks, Latency-
Rate servers [19] or CIZ servers, has to be defined. CJZ Server is a general 
class of schedulers, and the behavior of it is determined by two parameters, 
the latency 6 and the allocated rate p. 0 represents the worst-case delay seen 
by the first packet of a busy period of a session. While all the work-conserving 
schedulers that provide bandwidth guarantees, including Weighted Fair Queuing 
30], Virtual Clock and Weighted Round Robin [33], can be modeled as C R 
servers, it provides a general model that enables the analysis of traffic scheduling 
algorithms in broadband packet networks without the concern of the actual type 
of schedulers employed. 
I 
A request for GS arrives , CALL ADMISSION 1 
with its RSpec and TSpeci C O N T R O L 
I 
allocating rate R and necessary buffers, 
if the call is accepted 
\1/ \[/ \1/ 
Aggregate Traffic of GS, 
" T T n ~ > @ > p - f ? ) ~~rrrH<g) - » 
INPUT MODULE jc OUTPUT MODULE y 
Figure 3.1: Connection Admission Control for Guaranteed Service 
Given the representation of Cross-path switch in figure 3.1, the role of CAC 
is to determine the amount of buffer necessary in both the input module /工 and 
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the output module Oy from the RSepc and TSpec provided, where no queuing 
loss should ever occur. The rate requested is R and the token bucket parameters 
given in TSpec are (p,r,b). 0m represents the latency of the LR server in the 
input module. c'列 is the number of tokens allocated per time slot to the virtual 
path between input module Ix and output module Oy，and � i s the latency that 
results from the token allocation algorithm previously mentioned in Chapter 1. 
The buffer needed in the input module Ix, i^nput is 
+ + ？^^b if + "xy < — ^ and p > R, 
p — r p — r 
i^nput = (6>in + V工y)p if + V巧 < and p < R, (3.2) 
p — r 
(0m + + b otherwise. 
Similarly, where jg the latency of the CIZ server in the output module, 
the buffer needed 
in the output module Oy, -Boutput is 
(0Out + 少 n + ) 丑 + -
^output = I if V \ � < ^ ^ - 0out (3.3) 
(没out + i^n + � � r + b otherwise. 
N 
The connection request can be admitted if all of the following requirements 
can be simultaneously satisfied. 
1. Bandwidth of R can be allocated on the virtual path between and Oy, 
2. Bandwidth of R can be allocated on the output link from Oy, 
3. Buffer space of Binput can be allocated in I工 and 
4. Buffer space of o^utput can be allocated in Oy. 
17 
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3.2.2 Controlled-Load Service 
Due to the stringent requirement of Guaranteed Service, its admission control 
algorithm should necessarily be based on parameter-based admission control al-
gorithms, which are derived from parameters describing the flows in accordance 
with the worst case bounds. However, they typically result in low network uti-
lization in the face of bursty network traffic. Therefore, for Controlled-Load 
Service which provides an enhanced quality of service without making any hard 
guarantees, measurement-based admission control (MBAC) algorithm is recog-
nized to be a more appropriate solution [20 . 
Measurement-based admission control algorithm usually consists of two key 
components, which are the measurement process and the decision process [21 . 
The measurement process provides network loading information, such as the 
utilization of the output link and the delay experienced by the packets, which the 
decision process will need to make an admission control decision. While there 
is certainly the possibility of making estimation errors with the measurement 
process, MB AC can still achieve much higher network utilization while providing 
acceptable service [22]. Occasionally packet losses and delay may exceed desired 
levels. Nevertheless, such service failures are acceptable given the relaxed nature 
of service commitment provided by Controlled-Load Service. 
The measurement-based admission control algorithm we employ here is pri-
marily based on Jamin's proposal [22]. The decision process, however, has been 
re-derived for the difference in the underlying queuing architecture. Figure 3.2 
depicts the relationship among the different components of the measurement-
based admission control algorithm in a Cross-path switch. Measurements of both 
delay experienced at the queue per output link and the utilization of such link 
18 
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MAC 
：…”MEASUREMENT 
A r e q u e s t f o r C L p r o c e s s 1 
a r r i v e s w i t h i t s TSpec , I 
" " " " ^ ! d e c i s i o n I delay of packets 
p r o c e s s ； I I and link utilization 
- - 二 一 丄 1 
I resource allocation i 
n X 1 ‘ 
\ / I N / I 
i \1/ I 
Aggregate Traffic of CL, 
:) K : 
INPUT MODULE x OUTPUT MODULE y 
Figure 3.2: Connection Admission Control for Controlled-Load Service 
are taken in both the input and output modules. Where the measured utiliza-
tion in the input module represents the actual utilized rate for Controlled-Load 
Service on the virtual path connecting Ix and Oy, the value obtained in the out-
put module represents that on the port where the flows exit the switch. Without 
this difference, this connection admission control algorithm over either the in-
put or output module is exactly identical. Thus, we are going to describe the 
admission process over an individual module. It must however be noted that, 
for an connection request to be admitted, the admission requirement has to be 
satisfied at both the input and output module that the call traversed. 
Decision Process 
When a connection request arrives with its traffic characteristics, (p, r, b), the 
worst case delay that it would experience constitutes of the queuing delay for 
the packets ahead of it to be transmitted, and the delay experienced at the head 
of the queue waiting for its turn to be served by the scheduler. While we are 
using Uniform Round Robin (URR) [23] as the top-level schedulers among the 
19 
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queues from different classes, the worst case delay is 
^ b 2Le 
D = - + — 
r r 
二 ^ ( 3 . 4 ) 
r 
where L^ represents the length of the fixed-size packets within the switching 
system. With the traffic characteristics of traffic session i already admitted for 
A 
Controlled-Load Service given as (pi, r^ , bi), and D as the measured delay, the 
new delay after admitting the connection request will be 
D' = 
i 
_ J i |_ U 
E n E^i + ^ E n + r 
i i i 
= D ^ — — + ^ ( 3 . 5 ) E n + r Eri + r ^ ^ 
i i 
Y.bi+2Lc 八 
where the substitution of ‘ [ 厂 ~ to D follows from the fact that the latter value 
i 
represents the actual delay suffered and the former value is just the theoretical 
value. Since the measured value is usually smaller than the computed one, this 
substitution enables a larger number of flows to be admitted. 
Although the measured utilized rate, makes a good indicator as to how 
much the bandwidth available for Controlled-Load Service is actually in use, oc-
casionally there are bursts in the traffic stream which build up a long queue and 
need extra bandwidth for acceptable performance. Thus, there is a parameter ji 
called the target utilization level in the algorithm, which controls the amount of 
bandwidth that is actually used for the admission of traffic. Appropriate value 
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of however, depends on the characteristics of the incoming traffic. If each 
source's rate is small compared to link capacity and bursts are short, a larger 
value of fjL could be possible. 
The complete connection admission algorithm is as follows, for an incoming 
request with traffic characteristics, (Pa，厂a人)• 
1. denies the request if sum of current usage plus the requested rate, Va, 
exceeds the target utilization level 
f ^ C > v + ra (3.6) 
where C is the amount of bandwidth available for Controlled-Load Service. 
2. denies the request if our target delay bound, D*, can be violated with the 
admission of the new flow 
D* > b^——+ ^ (3.7) 
E n + ra E n + ra � ) 
i i 
The simultaneous satisfaction of (3.6) and (3.7) is required for the admission of 
the new connection request. 
Measurement Process 
A 
The formulas described in the previous section rely on the measured value D and 
V. A simple time-window measurement mechanism with updating procedures is 
employed to provide a more accurate estimate to the decision process. While 
it is slightly different for the measurement of delay and utilization rate, we will 
first illustrate the mechanism for delay with figure 3.3. 
A measurement window consists of T samples of delay experienced by the 
packets. At the end of each window, the maximal packet delay among the T 
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A 
Figure 3.3: Measurement Process - Measured delay D is updated (a) when a 
sampled delay exceeds £), or (b) when a new connection is admitted. 
A 
values collected will be used to update the value of D. There are, however, 
occasions which require immediate update of £), and they are as follow. 
A 
a) When an individual delay measured exceeds D, it implies that our current 
estimate is wrong, and i ) is immediately set to Hi times this sampled delay. 
Since the parameter k controls the amount D backs off to a larger value, 
a large k, makes the system more conservative by possibly rejecting more 
A incoming connections with a large D. 
. 八 
b) When a new flow is admitted, it is obvious that D should be updated to 
八 
reflect the new projected value. D will be updated to the right-hand side 
of (3.7). 
Whenever we meet with the above occasions, the measurement window will also 
be restarted for a more accurate and stable measurement. 
While the measurement window for i) also consists of T sampled values, S 
sampled values are grouped together and only the average value obtained within 
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each group will be used for the update procedure. Another interpretation is that 
the measurement window for v is only consisted of ^ sampled values, and each 
of these sampled values is the average of S sampled utilization rate. Given this 
interpretation, the update procedure for the measurement of utilization rate is 
similar to that for the delay measurement, and more specifically, it is as follows. 
a) V will be updated to maximal of the • averages obtained at the end of the 
measurement window. 
b) When the average value of S sampled utilization is larger than v, v is 
updated to this value immediately. 
c) When a new connection with rate request Va is accepted, the new utilized 
rate will become v plus 
The averaging period S controls the sensitivity of the utilized rate measure-
ment. The larger the averaging period is, the smoother the traffic will appear. 
On the other hand, the measurement window size T controls the adaptabil-
ity of the measurement mechanism to drops in traffic load. Once D or v is 
updated with the above procedure, its value will stay high till the end of the 
measurement window. Thus, smaller T will mean more adaptability. A large T, 
however, results in better stability. Therefore, careful choices have to be made 
for the desirable system behavior. 
Simulation 
Simulation has been carried out to verify the above measurement-based admis-
sion control procedure on Cross-path Switch with various traffic source models. 
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The Cross-path switch is of size 128x128, with n = 8，A; = 16, m = 8 and 
F = 16. As with the simulation in [22], all the input and output links are 
assumed to be of speed lOMb/s. n is set to 0.9, k is 2, S 200 and T 1200. Each 
packet is of size 53 bytes. 
We follows [22] to use two kinds of source model. Both of them are on-off 
processes, and they differ in the distribution of on and off time and call holding 
time. Figure 3.4 portrays the on-off traffic model. During each on period，a 
I no of packets: k, E[ k]=N 丨 
• - • packet packet • • • 
I 1 time 
off period: u, E [ M ] = / 
Figure 3.4: On-off traffic source 
random number of packets, with average N, are generated at a fixed rate of p 
packets/s. Then it is followed by an off period with an average of Ims. The 
average rate of this process can be calculated with the expected frequency of 
generation of one packet, which is + ； a n d the size of a single packet. 
For the first model, both the on and off time, and call holding time follow the 
exponential distribution. It is in fact the two-state Markov process used widely 
in the literature. For the second model, the on and off time follows the Pareto 
distribution. Aggregation of these sources generates traffic that exhibits long-
range dependence, which is shown to exist in a number of empirical studies of 
traffic measurements from a variety of working packet networks [25] [26] [27 . 
This differs from traditional traffic models which typically exhibit correlation 
over a limited range of time scales and are thus short-range dependent. The 
duration for this second model is taken from a lognormal distribution. The 
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exact parameters used in the simulation are given in table 3.1 along with the 
token bucket parameters used for connection admission control. We call the two 
instances of input traffic which follows the first model EXPl and EXP2 and 
those for the second model POOl and P002. 
~T7~TTTt Model's Parameters Token Bucket Parameters 
Model Name ^ . 
N i p r b 
— E X P l 47 325 ~ 151 — 151 1 
— E X P 2 — 24 90 2415 754 — 50 
— P O O l _ 47 2925 “ 151 151 — 1 
— P 0 0 2 24 360 604 566 70 
Table 3.1: Parameters of the four instances of two source models 
During the simulation, the flow interarrival times are exponentially dis-
tributed with an average of 400ms. Connections stay for an average of 200s. 
While having allowed sufficient time for the system to warm up, we ran the 
simulation for another 300s simulated time. Table 3.2 records our simulation 
results. 
Model peak rate peak to Maximum utilization Utilization 
name Mb/s average ratio without MB AC with MBAC 
EXPl— 0.064 2 49% “ 79% 
EXP2~ 1.024 10 — 32% 76% — 
p o o r 0.064 10 — 10% 69% _ 
P0Q2 0.256 10 11% 44% 
Table 3.2: Simulation Result 
We include for comparison in column 3 the utilization possible without our 
measurement-based admission control scheme. Without MBAC, calls are ad-
mitted with rate allocated according to the token bucket parameter r, which 
is commonly assumed to be the mean rate of input traffic. Accounting for the 
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peak-to-average ratio, we obtain the figures in column 3. Comparing the utiliza-
tion levels with and without the measurement-based admission control scheme, 
we see that the utilization with MBAC is consistently and significantly much 
higher than that without MBAC for all the four instances of two source models. 
These results are consistent with those obtained for Jamin's proposal with sim-
ilar simulation settings in [22]. This indicates that our modified measurement-
based admission control scheme is applicable on the Cross-path switch, and it 
helps achieve a high utilization level which is not possible with the traditional 
admission control methods. 
Future Studies 
While the simulation results clearly indicate the superiority of this scheme over 
the conventional methods for the Controlled-Load Service, we note that the sim-
ulation is carried out with a fixed target delay bound for each of the different 
incoming traffic instances. D*, which is the target delay bound in (3.7), is an im-
portant parameter that has direct relationship with the utilization achievable. 
With a progressively more stringent target delay bound, the margin between 
the actual delay experienced and the theoretical value shall narrow to a point 
which could limit our advantage obtained in the substitution of the theoreti-
cal value with the measured one in the derivation of (3.5). This can in turn 
limit the utilization obtainable. We believe that a study on the relationship 
between a more stringent delay bound and the utilization achievable would be 
interesting and beneficiary to future implementation of this measurement-based 
admission control scheme. Nevertheless, we would have to make two additional 
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comments here. The first one is that the specification of Controlled-Load Ser-
vice does not require any specific target delay values. The second comment is 
that our measurement-based admission control scheme relieves us of the burden 
to maintain the sophisticated queuing structure required with the conventional 
admission control schemes and the associated bandwidth scheduling algorithms. 
Thus, we believe that our measurement-based admission control scheme shall 
still be an important addition to the Cross-path switch regardless of the results 
achieved from future analysis. 
3.3 Resource Allocation 
With the admission of the incoming connection request, it is mandatory to al-
locate the amount of resources determined to be necessary by the connection 
admission control procedures. While the connection admission control proce-
dure for Guaranteed Service gives the explicit amount of bandwidth and buffer 
needed, only the bandwidth requirement for supporting Controlled-Load Service 
is stated in equation (3.6) of our measurement-based admission control proce-
dure. Where C is the minimum amount of bandwidth necessary to support the 
service, v is the measured utilization rate and the rate requested from the 
new connection, (3.6) can be rewritten as follows to give C. 
C > ^ ^ (3.8) 
Thus, we are left with the problem of determining the amount of buffer 
needed for Controlled-Load Service. Although the nature of Best-Effort Service 
does not impose any resource allocation requirement, there is an occasion that 
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deserves our attention in the Cross-path Switch. These issues are discussed 
below, 
i) Buffer Requirement of Controlled-Load Service 
In the measurement-based admission control scheme, we have made no 
assumption whatsoever about the traffic models of the incoming connec-
tions. In fact, it is deemed to be hard for the sources themselves to declare 
accurate a prior traffic descriptor. One such example occurs when a busi-
nessman initiates a video conferencing session with his clients. Since the 
amount of traffic depends on the movement of the people and the con-
versation exchanged, we can imagine the difficulty involved to have even 
a rough characterization of the traffic session. Even if we can somehow 
have a very accurate characterization of a traffic stream as it enters the 
network, traffic distortion along the transmission path makes the declared 
traffic descriptor unreliable. All in all, they point to the reliance of mea-
surements to describe the incoming flows and to enhance the efficiency of 
the network [24]. In return, we cannot characterize the incoming traffic. It 
explains why the buffer requirement has been left unanswered in Jamin's 
proposed algorithm in [22], and why an infinite buffer model has instead 
been assumed. 
While the assumption of infinite buffer is not practical, a recent anal-
ysis has found that for the six MB AC algorithms investigated, includ-
ing Jamin's proposal, they achieve about the same utilization for a given 
packet loss rate [21]. This has two important implications for us. Firstly, 
it explains why we prefer Jamin's simple algorithm over some other more 
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complicated and theoretically based proposals. Secondly, and more impor-
tantly, it indicates that the amount of buffer needed to support Controlled-
Load Service can, in fact, be estimated at the design stage of the switching 
system. Using a fixed amount of buffer, we can estimate via simulation if 
the utilization achieved and the resultant loss rate meet our system targets. 
ii) Best-Effort Traffic Requirement in Cross-Path Switch 
GUARANTEED GUARANTEED 
SERVICES^ SERVICES^ 
[ M M k ‘ I I I I 丨\ 
1 
乂 +Ky〕丨; 
CONTROLLED- 乂 / CONTROLLED- y ^ / 
LOAD SERVICE / LOAD SERVICE Z / 
/ I I / 
BEST-EFFORT / BEST-EFFORT / 
SERVICE / SERVICE / 
111 m I , 111 III I , 
INPUT MODULE jc OUTPUT MODULE >> 
Figure 3.5: A path traversed by Best-Effort traffic across Cross-path switch 
Figure 3.5 shows a typical path that is traversed by connections from differ-
ent service classes. Bandwidth A^f and Ajlf are allocated for connections 
admitted for Guaranteed and Controlled-Load Services respectively. Since 
admission control procedure is not required for best-effort traffic, band-
width is not usually allocated for this class of traffic. While it can utilize 
the leftover bandwidth from the other two service classes for its trans-
mission, this is not necessarily possible on a switch with multiple stages 
of interconnections. In Cross-path switch, the virtual path that connects 
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input module x, and output module y, Oy, disappears, when there 
are no incoming connection for Guaranteed and Controlled-Load Service 
that originates from and exits Oy, Then，packets of best-effort class 
accumulate in and would be dropped continuously, wasting precious 
resources it takes to transmit the packets from the source all the way to 
the input module Ix of Cross-path switch. Thus, to prevent this from ever 
happening, a predetermined amount of bandwidth must be allocated to 





After the allocation of buffers and bandwidth by the connection admission con-
trol schemes, the resource management framework is then given the responsi-
bility to ensure that the resources are available to their owners and that they 
are efficiently utilized. The former requirement naturally arises for the quality 
of service guaranteed to the admitted connections, and the latter is one of the 
system design objectives. While guaranteeing QoS requires traffic isolation, iso-
lation of traffic limits the possibility of resource sharing. We are thus interested 
in seeing how an appropriate compromise between these two conflicting goals 
can be achieved. 
In later sections, we will first describe scheduling algorithms necessary for 
proper and efficient bandwidth utilization. Then, buffer management scheme is 
introduced along with the measures to enhance the buffer efficiency. 
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4.2 Scheduling Algorithm 
Scheduling algorithm implements the bandwidth distribution function between 
service classes and/or connections. On entering a Cross-path switch, a connec-
tion enters an input module and follows the virtual path to an output module 
where it exits the switch. Figure 4.1 illustrates such a path that is traversed by 
all three different service classes. For the same queuing structure is employed 
in both the input and output modules, we will first discuss the scheduling algo-
rithm appropriate in them. While the virtual path is physically represented by 
the connections provided by the central modules, we would then scrutinize the 
scheduling requirement of the central module. 
GUARANTEED GUARANTEED 
「 丨 巨 S E R V I C E S 
： I I I I k ： I I I I k 
i I I I I L ^ ^ C H E D U ^ E f l ！ I I I i , S ^ S C H E D U L E R 
； ! Z \ V I R T U A L P A T H 、 ： ： ^ N ^ W C 
！ I / ) PROVIDED BY ！ ； / J^f J 
: I I l l r y CENTRAL MODULES J ！ I I | ~ 1 , 
CONTROLLED- y / ^ / CONTROLLED- ^ / 
LOAD SERVICE y / " / LOAD SERVICE / / 
I I M I I K / I丨•丨丨丨iZ / 
BEST-EFFORT / BEST-EFFORT / 
SERVICE / SERVICE / 
I I 1 I I • |Z I I I I I I I , 
I N P U T M O D U L E i O U T P U T M O D U L E j 
Figure 4.1: A typical path across Cross-path switch for all three service classes 
in Integrated Services Architecture 
4.2.1 Input and Output Module 
The queuing structure is made up of a two-level hierarchy. The top-level link 
sharing function partitions the bandwidth between the service classes. It con-
sists of a general scheduler and a link-sharing scheduler, the details of the latter 
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may be found at [8] [9]. The lower level are the schedulers for individual ser-
vice class. While the first-in-first-out (FIFO) service discipline suffices for the 
Controlled-Load and Best-Effort Service, Guaranteed Service necessitates the 
use of a more elaborate scheduler. There is a large number of service disci-
plines that can provides the performance guarantees we required [7]. However, 
we are looking for a good scheduling algorithm that provides fair bandwidth 
distribution, utilizes bandwidth efficiently and is of acceptable implementation 
complexity. Complexity is considered to be of special importance, as it can 
hamper the scalability of the switching system for the hundreds of thousands of 
flows that are commonly present on a single interface (or port) of a switching 
system. 
There are generally two approaches to fair bandwidth allocation [28]. The 
first one is to approximate the virtual time function of Generalized Processor 
Sharing (GPS) [29]. Examples include WFQ [30] and WF^Q [31]. Its complexity 
comes from the virtual time computation and the need to maintain a sorted list 
of timestamps. While there are many recent proposals to reduce the complexity 
of computing the system virtual time function, the latter one remains as an 
0{log[N)) operation, where N is the number of active sessions. At the expense 
of limited rate granularity, the overall complexity, however, can be reduced to 
0 (1 ) by limiting the supported rates. The second method is the frame-based 
approach. In this approach, a frame is made up of a fixed number of time slots 
and each connection is assigned a number of time slots in accordance with its 
bandwidth request for packet transmission. While the frame-based service dis-
ciplines are considerably simpler with implementation complexity of only 0(1) , 
we should however note that the frame size is a potential limit of the granularity 
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of rates supported. Examples of service disciplines include DRR [32] and W R R 
33；. 
Considering these two approaches, the latter is more favorable for its simple 
operation. While the former requires us to continuously assign timestamps to the 
incoming packets and select among them the one to be served, we simply need 
to follow a predetermined time slot assignment in the latter approach. Since 
the time slot assignment needs only be changed when a connection arrives or 
departs, the complexity it results can be safely ignored. For a better granularity 
of supported rates, we can either use a larger frame, or employ a hierarchical 
structure. While it is known that the delay property can get worse with a large 
frame size for some of the algorithms, such as WRR and DRR, there is a variant 
proposed called Uniform Round Robin (URR) [23] which does not suffer from 
such defect. In [23], it has even shown that URR compares favorably in terms of 
end-to-end delay bound, maximum backlog and throughput fairness with many 
of the other well-known service disciplines. Therefore, we believe that URR 
should make a good choice for our schedulers in the input and output modules. 
4.2.2 Central Module 
In the path switching paradigm, the frame capacity matrix is decomposed by 
the token assignment algorithm into F matrices, each of which contains the 
number of tokens each input module entitled to for connection to each of output 
modules in a time slot of the frame. Then, these matrices are used to give the 
physical connection pattern of the central modules from time slot to time slot. 
An example of this complicated process has been given previously in Chapter 
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1. The scheduling algorithm of the central module is then to distribute the to-
kens evenly within the frame, or these F matrices, while following the physical 
constraint each of the constituent matrices have to observe. The physical con-
straint arises for the number of central modules that physically exist. The token 
assignment algorithm in [5, 39] serves this purpose. 
While the frame capacity matrix represents only the traffic demand from the 
incoming traffic，a switching system seldom uses its full capacity and there is 
always unallocated bandwidth that needs to be assigned to the virtual paths that 
connect the input modules to output modules for a more efficient operation. This 
assignment procedure of unallocated bandwidth is however a rather complicated 
process. Let us illustrate it with an example. Consider a Cross-path switch with 
n = 4：, k = 4：, m = 4： and F = S. While the frame capacity matrix is shown in 
figure 4.2(a) below, it is also shown to satisfy equations (1.2) and (1.3) given in 
Chapter 1, as m x F equals 32. 
6 9 4 9 "I 「6"^ 9 + 4 + 9~|=28 「 4 0 0 0 ~ | 「 1 1 1 1 -
9 3 8 8 9 3 8 8 0 4 0 0 1 1 1 1 
8 7 8 5 8 7 8 5 0 0 4 0 1 1 1 1 
_ 5 9 8 6 J |_5 9 8 6j |_ 0 0 0 4 J |_ 1 1 1 1 _ 
-23 
间 (b) (c) 
Figure 4.2: (a) An example frame capacity matrix (b) Constraints on frame 
capacity matrix (c) Possible assignments of unallocated tokens 
There can be 4 unallocated tokens on each row, or 4 unallocated tokens on each 
column. We are then to determine which of the virtual paths these tokens should 
be assigned to, and the matrices shown in figure 4.2(c) are 2 examples of the 
many possible assignments. Thus, how are we going to assign these unallocated 
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tokens to the virtual paths so as to enhance the efficiency and performance of 
the switch? 
A similar question has been discussed in [2]，in which the unallocated band-
width is to be assigned to the ATM ABR service [34]. It has been modeled as 
an optimization problem, where the objective is to distribute the unallocated 
bandwidth evenly in proportion to the bandwidth already allocated on a vir-
tual path. This linear programming problem is then solved by modified simplex 
method. Our problem here differs with it in two aspects, and they are discussed 
below. 
i) While we intend to assign the unallocated bandwidth to the Controlled-
Load service class, a fundamental difference between the Controlled-Load 
and ATM ABR service makes it difficult to employ the approach men-
tioned. While the ATM ABR traffic flows is expected to dynamically 
adjust the rate of transmission according to the network condition, this 
simply is not necessary for connections requesting Controlled-Load Service. 
While previously we can assign the unallocated bandwidth according to 
whatever criteria we believe to be appropriate and ask the ABR flows to 
adapt to the rates provided, this is not suitable for Controlled-Load Ser-
vice. Instead, the network is expected to find its way to cater for the 
needs of the flows so as to provide a reasonable service. We note that 
this is also the approach employed by the measurement-based admission 
control algorithm previously described. 
How then can we adapt to the network traffic loading and assign the un-
allocated bandwidth accordingly? We believe that measurements on the 
length of the queues of Controlled-Load Service can help to serve for this 
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purpose. However, while the queue length indicates the current loading, 
performance is measured in terms of delay experienced. Thus, in order to 
help those queues with a prospectively larger expected delay, we combine 
these two factors and use the delay to be suffered by the last packet in 
the queue, di, as the ultimate assignment criterion. Where rt is the rate 
allocated to the queue in number of tokens per frame, F the frame size 
parameter in the path switching scheme, I the length of the queue and d � 
is the delay experienced by the packet which has just left the queue, di is 
given as 
di = d c + - l (4.1) 
n 
Figure 4.3 shows an example which illustrates the appropriateness of using 
di as our assignment indicator. 
FRAME SIZE, F =16 
^ d^=20 
E H H H H H K ) - ^ 
r^  =4 token/frame 
INPUT MODULE A 
d,, dalay of the last packet in the queue: 20 + (16/4)*6 = 4 4 
dc =15 
V ^ r^  =2 token/frame 
INPUT MODULE B 
d;. 15 + (16/2)*5= 5 5 
Figure 4.3: An example illustrating the appropriateness of using di as indicator 
for assignment of unallocated tokens 
In contrast to what the queue length and delay measured suggest, the 
bigger value of di calculated on the lower queue indicates correctly that 
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packets are expected to stay in the lower queue for a longer period of time. 
Naturally, the lower queue better deserves the unallocated tokens, since all 
the queues should receive a similar level of service. While our preliminary 
experiments shows the performance enhancement results from the use of 
this indicator, more quantitative studies need to be carried out for a more 
definite conclusion. 
ii) Secondly, the solution obtained after the modified simplex method can be 
positive real numbers. However, integral solution is required for our case, 
as the number of tokens is physically the number of paths provided by the 
central modules. Although our problem can alternatively be modeled as 
an integer programming problem, algorithms available are generally much 
less efficient than the simplex method [35]. Furthermore, there is an added 
problem that this integral restriction creates. Let us illustrate this with 
an example. 
7 8 8 8 厂 8 8 8 8 厂 7 9 8 8 「 7 8 9 8 「 7 8 8 9 厂 8 8 8 8 ~ 
8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 9 8 8 7 8 9 9 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 
8 8 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 7 9 9 8 7 8 8 9 7 8 8 8 8 8 
8 8 8 7 8 8 8 8 9 8 8 7 8 9 8 7 8 8 9 7 8 8 8 8 
L " � " ， 」 i l： �|L �|L i h � l > 
0 u 2u 3u 4u 5u time 
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.4: (a) An example frame capacity matrix (b) Solution for fair assign-
ment of unallocated tokens to all the virtual paths 
Figure 4.4(a) shows a frame capacity matrix. With n = 4：, k — A, m = 4： 
and F = 8, we see that there are totally four unallocated tokens. As 
the element on the row and 产 column represents the virtual path 
connecting the input module i to output module j, we see that these 
4 unallocated tokens can be assigned to any of the virtual paths, while 
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being restricted by the inequalities (1.2) and (1.3). Assuming that we 
somehow know that all the virtual paths equally need these unallocated 
tokens, how then are we going to satisfy their needs? Figure 4.4(b) gives 
a possible solution where these 4 tokens are assigned periodically to a 
different set of virtual paths for a fixed amount of time, u. This however 
prompts for an algorithm which decides when a certain assignment pattern 
is appropriate and when the pattern should be changed for the good of all 
the virtual paths. This is a high-level scheduling algorithm which has not 
been investigated so far and should be a good topic for future research. 
We have raised two important questions here. The first one deals with the 
criterion for assignment of the unallocated bandwidth and the second one on 
the need of a high-level algorithm which constantly monitors and schedules the 
assignment pattern for the good of all virtual paths. Research on these two areas 
will lead to a even more efficient operation of Cross-path switch. 
4.3 Buffer Management 
Buffer management function is to ensure that the buffer space is efficiently and 
fairly utilized, and that the loss guarantees, if specified, are provided. The former 
function is enabled by the buffer partitioning function, which defines the amount 
of buffer space available to a given queue and the ways in which the buffering 
resources are shared among a set of queues [36]. Discard policy ensures that 
the latter objective is met by deciding which packets to drop and when to drop 
them. We will discuss these two functions below. 
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4.3.1 Buffer Partitioning 
Static thresholding is the simplest buffer management scheme, where a threshold 
is assigned to each connection during its setup. When the queue length exceeds 
the threshold, arriving cells are dropped. With complete partitioning, the sum 
of all the static thresholds is equal to the buffer space. Buffers are completely 
partitioned among the queues and no two queues can use or share the same 
buffer space. While the queues are naturally isolated from one another, it leads 
to inefficient buffer utilization. On the other hand, complete sharing allows the 
buffers to be completely shared by all the queues and any queue can use the total 
resource space. The static threshold of each connection is set to the amount 
of buffer space available, and it makes very efficient use of buffers. However, 
since each connection can have complete access to all the buffers, appropriate 
discarding function is necessary to maintain the cell loss guarantee. 
4.3.2 Dicard Policy 
While cells are only allowed into the buffer space as long as the buffer is not full 
in the static thresholding schemes, pushout scheme empowers an arriving cell 
to make room for itself by pushing out another cell. With a controlled pushout 
mechanism and complete sharing, we can provide the required loss guarantees 
and adapt well to traffic fluctuation [37 . 
In Selective Pushout, a high priority packet that arrives to find the buffer 
full is allowed to enter by pushing out a low priority packet. With an appro-
priate space priority order for Integrated Services, we can achieve our goal. In 
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Integrated Services Architecture, traffic from both Guaranteed and Controlled-
Load Services are policed to ensure conformance to the TSpec. Nonconforming 
packets are marked. Marked packets from the Guaranteed Service class are to 
be treated as best-effort datagrams. For marked packets from Controlled-Load 
Service, they are to receive a priority even lower than the best-effort packets so 
as not to unfairly affect the handling of best-effort traffic. Thus, we arrive at the 
space priority order shown in figure 4.5. Conforming packets from the Guaran-
teed and Controlled-Load Service will be dropped the latest for its highest space 
priority. 
f ^ 
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of Guaranteed Service ^ 
I i I 
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Non-comformant Packets of J Ly 
Controlled-Load Service \ / 
Figure 4.5: Space priority for packets of the three service classes 
While the current buffer management strategy is efficient and provides the 
loss guarantees, measures are needed to enhance the performance of TCP-
controlled traffic, which constitutes a significant component of Internet traffic. 
Random Early Detection (RED) [38] is one such proposal. In this scheme, dif-
ferent occupancy levels are defined, Li < L2 < • • • < When the occupancy 
measure reaches Li and a packet arrives, the packet is dropped with probabil-
ity Pi. When the occupancy measure reaches L2, the packet is dropped with 
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probability P2. Pn equals 1 and a packet will definitely be dropped when the 
occupancy measure reaches Ln. With a single level, Li, set to the amount of 
buffer available, and Pi set to 1, this can be thought of as the selective pushout 
scheme. In this case, the incoming packets are however always dropped without 
regard to the space priority. Enhanced RED [11] takes into account the space 
priority of packets and drops marked packets with a higher priority. Thus, a 
similar TCP-aware buffer management scheme may be adopted to cater for the 
space priority order shown in figure 4.5. 
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Design Issue of Cross-path 
Switch 
5.1 Introduction 
Basically, a Cross-path switch is a Clos network with the implementation of 
a quasi-static routing scheme called path switching. While the path switch-
ing scheme enables a large-scale switching system to be realizable, an efficient 
parallel algorithm like [6] for the determination of the connection pattern of 
the central modules is essential. However, the stability condition of the Cross-
path switch introduced in [39] and the parallel routing algorithm in [6] both 
require that the number of central modules be subject to certain constraints. 
The number that results could be rather large and make the implementation of 
Cross-path switch much more complicated. 
In the first section to follow, we will first describe the stability condition of 
Cross-path switch derived in [39]. Then, we are to introduce our supplementary 
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admission control scheme that augments the stability condition and allows a 
compromise between the number of central modules required and link utilization. 
Finally, simulation has been carried out to demonstrate the feasibility of the 
supplementary admission control scheme. 
5.2 Stability Condition 
As has been described in Chapter 1，when a connection is admitted, its rate re-
quirement will be added to the bandwidth requirement matrix, which represents 
the global aggregate bandwidth requirement of the switch. Let Xi,j denote the 
aggregate bandwidth requirement of the virtual path between input module i 
and output module j. This matrix is shown below, 
^ 0 , 0 入0’1 … . . . 
Ai，o •• : 
八 二 ： A. • : 
• 八 I,] • 
• .. \-2,k-l 
Afc—1,0 
in which there are the constraints, 
k-\ 
y^ < n, for all i (5.1) 
j=o ‘ 
fc-i 
E Xi,] < n, for all j (5.2) 
i二0 
where (5.1) reflects that there are n input links on each input module and (5.2) 
n output links on each output module. This matrix would then be transformed 
to the frame capacity matrix according to the following equation, where Cij 
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represents the number of tokens provided for the virtual path connecting input 
module i to output module j in a frame. 
Cij = \ X i j X F] (5.3) 
This frame capacity matrix is needed by the token assignment algorithm [5] and 
the parallel routing algorithm [6] for determination of the periodic connection 
patterns of the central modules. 
For the round-up procedure in (5.3), (5.1) and (5.2) becomes 
k - l 
^ Ci,j <n X F + k - I, for all i (5.4) 
j 二0， 
k - l 
^ Ci,j <n X F + k - I, for all j (5.5) 
z=0 
We should, however, note that this arises from the worst incoming pattern in 
the sense that it requires the largest amount of tokens in the frame capacity 
matrix. Consider that if the bandwidth requirement from input module 0 to 
all the output modules are Ao,o, Ao,i,…，Ao,a;-i respectively, such that they are 
characterized by the following equations, 
Ao，j X F = CQJ + 6oj 
where 
k - l k - l 
= n x F - l and 知，j. ^  1 
j=0 j=0 
Cqj is an integer and 1 > 6oj > 0. While they satisfy (5.1) 
/e-l k - l k - l 
E Aoj. xF = J2 + E ^OJ <nxF 
J=0 j=0 j=0 
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the number of tokens required becomes 
fc-l A ; - l A ; - l 
E coj = E ^oj + <nxF-l + k 
j=0 j=0 j=0 
The frame capacity matrix can be given as 
C 0 , 0 C o , i Co,k-l 
ci，o ： 
C = 丨 ; 
： .• • 
Cfc —1,0 Ck-l,k-2 Ck-I，k-1 
in which the following two constraints apply. 
Cij < m X F, for all i (5.6) 
j=Q 
k-l 
^ Cij < m x F , for all j (5.7) 
i=Q 
These two constraints are previously introduced in Chapter 1. They are due 
to the fact that a token represents a physical connection provided by a central 
module, and there are totally m central modules. F accounts for the F time slots 
in a frame. Together with (5.4) and (5.5), the stability condition of Cross-path 
switch can be given as 
A: — 1 
(5.8) 
A Cross-path switch is statistically stable if and only if (5.8) can be satisfied. 
5.3 Supplementary Admission Control Scheme 
While the requirement for the stability condition on the number of central mod-
ules, m, has been stated in (5.8), there is also the requirement that m be a 
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power of two in the parallel routing algorithm of [6]. The minimum number m 
to satisfy the stability condition can be as small as n + 1 , given that F < {k — 1). 
If n is a power of 2, the actual number of central modules will, however, have to 
be at least 2n, for the fulfillment of both requirements. While the switch com-
plexity necessarily increases with the number of switching modules, we come 
up with a supplementary admission control scheme that enable the number of 
central modules m to be just n while maintaining the stability of the Cross-path 
switch. 
In the previous section, we have described how [39] has arrived at (5.8) as the 
condition required to be satisfied for the stability of the Cross-path switch. The 
basic assumption underlying the derivation is that 100% link utilization should 
be always achievable, taking into account the effect of the round-up procedure. 
While this is certainly desired, we are interested in seeing how this assumption 
may be relaxed and, at the same time, preserving the important properties. 
Including a as the link utilization ratio of the input links and the output links, 
(5.4) and (5.5) shall become 
k - l 
^ Ci,j < an X F k — 1, for all i (5.9) 
j = o 
k~l 
Ci,j < an X F + k — 1, for all j (5.10) 
i=0 
Then (5.8) shall become 
/c — 1 
m > fern] + � ~ ^ 1 (5.11) 
Equation (5.11) is the revised stability condition of Cross-path Switch. The 
significance of it is that it allows a smaller number of central modules, when the 
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links need not be fully utilized. In particular, we should note that when 
k - 1 
a = (5.12) 
nxF 、 ， 
the revised stability condition becomes 
/c — 1 ， 
m > an + ~ = 7 — 
F 
I"/ k — 1 � k — 1-1 
> 「 (1 - ) r i 1 +「~；7 " "1 
—K nx F^ F 
r. A； — 1、， �A； — 1， 
^ 「 ( - - 了 ) 1 + 「 了 1 
> n (5.13) 
We shall denote this value of a as a*, and call it as critical utilization. 
Before we go on to give the supplementary admission control scheme, we 
would like to first clarify what a does specify. While our definition of a gives 
the illusion that it is the highest link utilization possible, this is in fact not 
true. It must be noted that the stability condition has been derived to cater 
for some incoming connection patterns which may require a unusually large 
number of central modules after the round-up procedure, as our example in the 
previous section demonstrates. Thus, for utilization level lower than or equal to 
cr, any connection patterns is guaranteed to be possible. However, utilization 
higher than a needs not be prohibited, and we shall illustrate this point with a 
example. Consider that cr = cr*, m = n, and the bandwidth requirement from 
input module 0 to all the output modules are / \o ’o，Ao， i，…，Ao ,a ; - i respectively. 
This time, they are however characterized by the following equations, 
x F = c ' o j 
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and Cqj is again an integer. It can be easily seen that 
k-l k-l 
E K j I = E =nxF = mxF 
j=0 j=0 
This clearly shows that 100% utilization can in fact be achieved with m = n foi 
certain incoming connection patterns. 
However, to achieve a utilization higher than a specifies, we would have to 
make sure that the number of tokens in the frame capacity matrix can in fact be 
supported with the number of central modules physically exists. This ensures 
that we do have the capacity to support the connections without violating the 
stability condition. Let m* be this number of central modules that is calculated 
using (5.11). The criteria to tell if a new connection requests, originating from 
input module i' destining to output module j', with bandwidth request r^ can 
be supported on the current connection pattern are 
k-l 




( E + � ( A � ' + r a ) x F l ) < m ^ x F (5.15) 
i = 0 
i卢' 
Therefore, with a*, the supplementary admission control scheme will be as 
follows. 
a) When the link utilization of all the input links and output links is lower 
than a*, all connections can be admitted as usual with only the connection 
admission schemes specified in Chapter 3. 
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b) When the link utilization of any input or output links should be higher 
than (7*，a connection originating from input module if to output module 
j, with rate requirement Va can only be admitted if (5.14) and (5.15) can 
be satisfied in addition to the connection admission control schemes in 
Chapter 3. m* in (5.14) and (5.15) equals n, as allowed in (5.13). 
While this scheme enables the number of central modules required to drop 
from 2n to n, it is possible that we cannot utilize the full capacity of each link. 
The worst case is that it is limited by a*. Let us investigate its limitation with 
a few numerical examples. Say n = m = 16 and k = S, which gives a switch of 
size 128 X 128. With F = 8, a* equals 0.945. With F = 16, a* already increases 
to 0.973. (7* equals 0.986 when F = 32. Thus, even the worst-case performance 
should be acceptable. Furthermore, we should also note that, in practice, the 
link utilization of a switching system should seldom approach 100%. If it is 
really the case, it indicates its inability to grow with the demand of network 
traffic and an upgrade should be urgently deployed. 
5.4 Simulation 
As we have illustrated, while the number of central modules required after the 
round-up procedure may be rather large for some connection patterns, it is also 
likely that 100% utilization be achieved with just m — n. Thus, we are interested 
in investigating the actual performance of the switching system via a simulation, 
when m is set to n which is enabled by our supplementary admission control 
scheme. 
While n and k determine the size of the switch, and m equals n, F is the 
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independent variable in (5.12) to gives different values of a*. Although it gives 
a proper value of a* only when F > it is not prohibited from being smaller 
than or equal to as step b of our supplementary admission control scheme 
ensures that the switch will not admit more connections than it can handle. 
However, as a* should necessarily be lower bounded by 0, the worst-case per-
formance indicated by a* can be horribly poor when F < F serves as the 
tuning knob in our simulation to investigate the performance. 
While the original intention of the stability condition in [39] is to ensure that 
incoming connections would not be blocked other than the reason that either the 
input link or output link that the connection traverses is already fully utilized, 
i.e. incoming connections should only be blocked externally. However, there 
may be connections blocked internally due to insufficient internal bandwidth, 
provided by the central modules which connect the input modules to the output 
modules. While we are now using a smaller number of central modules than the 
stability condition in [39], calls would unavoidably be blocked for such reason. 
Accordingly, this internal call blocking ratio has been adopted as our indicator as 
to how our supplementary admission control procedure affects the performance 
of the switch. 
In our simulation, a switch of size 128 x 128 has been employed, where 
n = m = S and k = 16. Incoming connections are equally likely to be destined 
to any of the 128 output ports. They arrive at a rate of A connections per second 
and leave at a rate of ji connections per second. The interarrival time and the 
call duration are both exponentially distributed. While the bandwidth request 
of each call during each single simulation run is a constant, B, the expected 
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loading of each link is given by 
\B , � 
p=—— (5.16) 
With B = 0.05, we ran our simulation with 二 4，8, 16 and 32. The 
experiment is repeated for different loadings of the input links. The results are 
shown in figure 5.1. 
B=0.05 
0.16 I 1 1 1 1 1 
\ - I - 0.95 
\ - B - 0.90 
0.14 - \ 0.85 
a \ -e- 0.80 
\ \ 令 0.75 
0 1 2 - \ \ 令 0.70 
t ...\\\\ -
i — - V\\V -
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 
Frame size F 
Figure 5.1: Internal Call Blocking Ratio versus Frame Size, when B = 0.05 
We find that the internal call blocking ratio decreases with the frame size F 
and the expected loading of the link p. With F = a* is only 0.53. Thus, 
the internal call blocking ratio has been very high across all the different input 
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loadings simulated. This ratio improves to a more acceptable level when F 
is increased to 8. With F = 16, a* = 88%. For a high expected loading of 
0.95, the internal call blocking ratio becomes only about 0.01. With F 二 32， 
this number is even smaller. Simulation has been repeated for B = 0.1 and 
B = 0.01. Similar results are obtained and they are given in figure 5.2. Since 
the internal call blocking ratio is already too small for us to obtain a reasonably 
accurate value when B = 0.01 and p = 0.8 for F = 16 and F = 32, these two 
points are omitted in figure 5.2(b). 
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Figure 5.2: Internal Call Blocking Ratio versus Frame Size (a) B = 0.1 {h)B = 
0.01 
These results clearly demonstrate the feasibility of our supplementary admis-
sion control scheme for the consistently low internal call blocking ratio obtained 
with different bandwidth requests and different input loadings. Without hurt-
ing the stability of Cross-path switch, we alleviate the demand of the number 
of central modules from 2n to n with little performance degradation, where n 
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is a power of 2. The complexity of Cross-path switch also decreases as a result, 




In this thesis, we have proposed an efficient and realizable traffic management 
framework for supporting Integrated Services in Cross-path switch. The traffic 
management framework basically consists of the resource allocation and resource 
management functions. 
Resource allocation follows the connection admission control schemes de-
tailed in Chapter 3. For Guaranteed Service, while the bandwidth required is 
supplied with the connection request, we determine the buffer necessary in the 
input and output modules with the mathematical bound of backlog traffic de-
rived by Chan. A connection is admitted only if the necessary resources are 
present. For Controlled-Load Service, we have adopted a measurement-based 
admission control algorithm to exploit the soft guarantee required of this service. 
Measurement-based scheme, differs from the traditional scheme in that it takes 
into account the collected information on network performance and resource uti-
lization in its admission decision. We show via simulation that it outperforms 
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the traditional scheme in network utilization by a large margin, without com-
promising the quality of service. Both of these connection admission control 
schemes have the nice feature that they are not dependant on particular traffic 
models. It is important for the switching systems to be future-proof to the rapid 
emergence of new applications. 
Resource management includes the bandwidth scheduling and buffer manage-
ment schemes to provide the contracted level of service to the admitted connec-
tions with the allocated resources. Complexity is considered to be an important 
issue over the choice of scheduling algorithms for its implications on the scala-
bility of the switching modules. The frame-based approach is found to be more 
manageable and, in particular, Uniform Round Robin (URR) has been chosen. 
Furthermore, we have examined two important issues regarding the schedul-
ing of unallocated bandwidth on the central modules. For buffer management, 
we use a selective pushout scheme with space priority set appropriately for the 
requirements of the Integrated Services Architecture. 
In Chapter 5，we have proposed a supplementary admission control scheme 
to help with a design issue in Cross-path switch. Assuming that n is a power 
of 2, it is required that the number of central modules m be at least 2n, mainly 
for the stability of Cross-path switch. We modify the stability condition to en-
compass the link utilization, and come up with the critical utilization a* that 
allows m to be just n. The stability of Cross-path switch is maintained with 
the supplementary admission control scheme for link utilization over a*. While 
numerical examples of a* already demonstrate the feasibility of our supplemen-
tary admission control scheme, simulation is carried out and verifies that the 
degradation in performance is in fact acceptable. 
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